Larousse Standard Dictionary: Spanish-/English/English-Spanish by Editors of Larousse

Life Saver

Completely revised and updated: a comprehensive Spanish desk reference for the intermediate to advanced user. The newest edition of the Larousse Standard Dictionary: Spanish-English/English-Spanish is the ideal resource for students and teachers as well as for home use. It covers both the everyday conversational language used by native speakers and also specialized terms. This authoritative reference includes *175,000 words and phrases and 257,000 translations *up-to-date coverage of general, business, technological, and literary vocabulary *coverage of all main regional dialects of Spanish *hundreds of proper names, abbreviations, and acronyms *clearly labeled idiomatic expressions *a supplement with a guide to aspects of life in Spanish-speaking countries *Spanish verb tables

Personal Review: Larousse Standard Dictionary: Spanish-/English/English-Spanish by Editors of Larousse
A short time ago, I met a beautiful Hispanic woman who spoke no english. We liked each other at our first meeting. She was intelligent and, through a translator, requested a spanish to english dictionary.

I offered to do the research and after utilizing that amazing software of Amazon that allows you inside their books, I decided on this Larousse version that went both directions.

Immediately after using the book, my lady friend's eyes lit up and she stated this book was muy, muy buen (very, very good)!

In this short time, we can actually hold small conversations without the use of an interpreter.

We do a lot of texting so that she can use the dictionary extensively. That method is working out very well.
Merv